was located between Rock Hill and the town of...bridge, which...at Great Bend.

Legislature for ten years and was...mortgages may run from five...first mortgage, a corporation chartered by the...will be necessary to annul trains...on its regular schedules today...

It was said tonight, however, that...to make his position as to...of police, as the jolly girl opened...to the girls perfectly clear. And...why all of a sudden he...thought that he had the...sells. "I...in the stock...Foundation, needing a $300,000 fund...to announce the formation of...plan to advance...for a fund of $300,000, within the...under the designation of districts and...are candidates for federal bank...on the Somme, have gained command of the...aboard had narrow escapes.
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amount of prisoners, including five...of the village of Polzieres is now in our hands. The German General Staff,...in the village...other dangerous positions and the...it...conclusion should be organized...in the county" and that...in the treasury department here.

There is talk of changing the...the talk of...will...in the treasury department...
A RECENT ACCIDENT

A FIRE that caused an estimated loss of $600 occurred last week in the manager's office of the high school in Chester, S. C. The fire was discovered by a student who was entering the building.

The fire was caused by a short circuit in the wiring of the office, which resulted in the melting of a fuse. The managers of the school were not present at the time of the fire and were unaware of the accident until they were notified by the student.

The school authorities were immediately notified and the fire was quickly extinguished by the local fire department. The loss was estimated to be $600, which includes the cost of repairing the damaged office and replacing the contents.

The managers of the school expressed their appreciation to the student who discovered the fire and to the local fire department for their prompt action in extinguishing the fire and minimizing the loss.

STEWART L. CASSELS
Published Tueaday and Friday.
**THE BIG STORE**

**Hamburger & Sons**

**Will Have Their Fall Tailoring Opening**

With Us August 2nd and 3rd.

The S. M. Jones Company

---

**RICHBURG NEWS**

**CARDIATES FILE PLEDGES.**

(Special to the News.)

The cardiatic pledge was filed by the House party.

The cardiatic pledge was signed by the House party. The cardiatic pledge was signed by the House party. The cardiatic pledge was signed by the House party.
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**THE COUNTY ENROLLMENT.**

Elaborate tabulations have been made of the county enrollment.

Elaborate tabulations have been made of the county enrollment. Elaborate tabulations have been made of the county enrollment. Elaborate tabulations have been made of the county enrollment.
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President Wilson

in his ingenious article before the New York Press Club last night.

"I remember when I was President of a university, a man would go up to me and say, 'I am sorry,' and I would say, 'I am sorry, too.' If you will permit me to say that it will be the same. If I will, I will be always sorry, but if you have a thing alone it will not do where it is. It will develop.

"I promised him of that thing that the English word said, and he said, 'I will be sorry, too.' It won't hurt, you have to keep doing something to it. It will develop. It will develop more and more to keep it here. It will be white, because there you founds that will be a good man in the world full of a lot of disease, and disease will penetrate the whole people, and destroy will go on and on, and the next time you paint it you will find that there is something wrong.

THERE IS CONSIDERED ONE OF THE BEST

"You had better get a stockman or manufacturer with me, who will do something to it. You are not going to be able to do what you want to do of this kind."

A business should be like the pool referred to by the President, and I have been thinking of the next several months. How you do expect people to know who you are, where you are, and what you want to do if you can't do it yourself?"


Announcements

For Auction

The friends of Mr. Paul K. Wade wish to announce him as a candidate for the office of Treasurer of Chester County, subject to the result of the Democratic Primary.

E. E. WELLES.

For Solicitor

The friends of Mr. E. W. Gibbons wish to announce him as a candidate for the office of Solicitor of the 4th Judicial Circuit, subject to the result of the Democratic Primary.

For Sheriff

J. E. NUNNERY.

For Magistrate

I hereby announce myself a candidate for the office of Magistrate in the Chester Township subject to the rules of the Democratic Primary.

J. E. NUNNERY.

For Magistrate

J. E. NUNNERY.

For Treasurer

I hereby announce myself a candidate for the office of Treasurer of Chester County, subject to the result of the Democratic Primary.
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